INTRODUCTION

The pharmaceutical industry plays a pivotal role in healthcare systems around the world. However, complex pharmaceutical supply chains have been plagued by issues like lack of transparency, inefficient tracking of drugs, medication errors, and rampant counterfeit drug distribution that compromise patient safety.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) Blockchain technology has emerged as a promising solution to transform traditional pharmaceutical supply chain models by enhancing security, transparency, and efficiency.\(^4\) Blockchain is a distributed digital ledger technology that enables decentralized, immutable, and secure storage of transactional records on a peer-to-peer network. It eliminates the need for third-party intermediaries by enabling a single source of truth through consensus mechanisms. The pharmaceutical supply chain involves several stakeholders, including drug manufacturers, wholesale distributors, pharmacies, hospitals, and regulators.\(^5\) Blockchain can transform this complex network by allowing seamless information sharing and collaboration among entities in a highly secure and transparent manner.

The global pharmaceutical supply chain is a complex network involving numerous entities working together to ensure patients receive life-saving and life-improving medications. However, this vast system faces significant challenges that impact the security of the supply chain and quality of products, increase costs, and potentially compromise patient safety.\(^6\) Some of the major issues plaguing pharmaceutical supply chains include the proliferation of counterfeit drugs, undefined visibility into drug diversions and unauthorized flows through the grey market, lack of transparency between supply chain
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Figure 1: Pharmaceutical supply chain workflow and areas impacted by blockchain

participants, which can create gaps, and inefficient tracking of shipments as they traverse the globe leading to stockouts or expiration. Additionally, the immense amounts of sensitive commercial and patient-level data generated lacks robust security controls and privacy protections. These challenges have real-world consequences. Counterfeit medications can endanger patients by including incorrect active ingredients, dosages, or no active ingredient at all. Product diversion strips authorized channels of supply while also enabling counterfeits to enter through the back door. Lack of transparency and inefficient tracking systems hinder recalls and exacerbate issues when they do arise. Insufficient data security breeds distrust and leaves valuable intellectual property vulnerable to theft. The overall effect is increased costs, reduced availability of authentic medicines, and compromised care—a situation in dire need of modernization. Several proof-of-concept studies and pilots over the past few years have demonstrated how blockchain technology can help address long-standing supply chain issues through decentralized networks, transparency, immutable record-keeping, and smart contract automation. Key application areas explored with promising early results include drug traceability spanning the complete journey from manufacturers to end consumers, authenticity verification through drug pedigree verification preventing counterfeits, blockchain-enabled smart contracts for processing transactions like payments and orders in a transparent yet private manner, and supply chain optimization unlocking inventory visibility and real-time adjustments. Beyond specific use cases, blockchain also offers broader potential transformational impacts. Distributed ledgers establish a single shared version of supply chain events visible to all authenticated parties, resolving long-time issues around information fragmentation between entities. Cryptographic protection of data enhances privacy and security over sensitive commercial assets, intellectual property, and patient medical records. The pharmaceutical supply chain workflow is illustrated in Figure 1.

Tamper-proof tracking establishes new standards of accountability across multi-partner networks. Streamlined workflows through smart contract automation yield cost and time savings. However, widespread adoption also faces barriers. Integrating blockchain platforms seamlessly into legacy IT infrastructures already entrenched across this industry proves challenging. Achieving true interoperability is hampered without standardized frameworks to bridge differing blockchain protocols. Performance and scalability become pressing issues as networks expand globally with billions of stock-keeping units (SKUs) in motion concurrently. Ensuring privacy and confidentiality of sensitive data on transparent distributed ledgers requires continual innovation. Regulatory and legal clarity around blockchain applications also lags the pace of emerging technology.

In spite of these limitations, blockchain’s potential remains highly compelling in finally transforming traditional pharmaceutical warehousing, distribution, reimbursement, and logistics streams into connected digital supply networks. This review aims to explore the current landscape of blockchain for pharmaceutical supply chains with a focus on real or pilot-ready applications, key benefits realized thus far, lingering challenges, and recommendations to maximize blockchain’s advantages of trust, visibility and security for supply chain processes going forward. The goal is to evaluate blockchain’s current role and future trajectory toward empowering smarter, more efficient and patient-centric approaches to global drug delivery.

Benefits of Blockchain for Pharmaceutical Supply Chains

Enhanced traceability and drug provenance

One of the major pain points in pharmaceutical supply chains is the lack of traceability and transparency regarding the origin and journey of drug products. Companies have limited visibility beyond their immediate upstream or downstream partners. This makes it difficult to track incidents such as diversion, grey market distribution, introduction of counterfeits, temperature deviations, etc. Blockchain brings an opportunity to establish end-to-end traceability across multiple entities in the supply network. Each drug packet can have a unique identity that provides its manufacturing and ownership provenance as it moves through the ecosystem.

Some examples of how blockchain improves traceability are:

- Detailed logging of batch numbers, manufacturing sites, dates, shipping details, distributors, warehouses, etc., which allows tracing drugs back to the origin.
- Seamless tracking as custody changes from manufacturer to contract packagers, wholesalers, distributors, and retailers. Automated verification of transactions and partners.
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- Sensors can record environmental conditions such as temperature and location in transit, while IoT integrations can transmit the data seamlessly to the blockchain.\(^1\)
- If quality issues or adverse events arise, the manufacturer can quickly trace back to determine affected batches, distribution sites, etc., to contain the problem.
- Any attempts to introduce counterfeits can be detected early by tracing anomalies in the provenance trail. All actors in the ecosystem get alerted.\(^1\)
- Diversion of drugs to unintended markets can be prevented as blockchain only allows legitimate partners to accept custody transfers.

**Improved transparency and visibility**

Pharmaceutical supply chains typically suffer from information silos and opacity. Companies have limited visibility beyond their tier 1 suppliers and customers. This allows gaps to develop where issues may go undetected. Blockchain establishes a single shared ledger that brings common visibility to all permitted participants in the network. Some examples include:

- All transactions, such as sales orders, purchase orders, invoices, and delivery acknowledgments between trading partners, get recorded chronologically, providing end-to-end visibility.\(^2\)
- The ledger is immutable and tamper-proof, so data cannot be changed without consensus from the network. This improves confidence and trust.\(^3\)
- Data like manufacturing certificates, clinical reports, licenses, and shipping documents is securely shared, leading to transparency.\(^4\)
- Automated chain of custody handovers based on fulfillment of contractual terms enhanced visibility into ownership changes.
- Sensor data seamlessly integrated from IoT devices provides real-time visibility into environmental conditions.\(^5\)
- Regulators can also access supply chain data, improving compliance, oversight, and accuracy of interventions.

**Increased efficiency and cost reduction**

Pharmaceutical supply chains involve complex logistics, paper-based manual processes, duplication of efforts, and lack of transparency between siloed entities. Pharmaceutical supply chains involve complex logistics, paper-based manual processes, duplication of efforts, and lack of transparency between siloed entities. This increases costs and inefficiencies in various ways.\(^6\) There can be excess inventory buffers and stockouts due to the lack of visibility into real-time demand and supply. Significant overhead costs arise from reconciliation and audits to reduce errors from manual processes. Delays and extra steps get added to payment processing, document sharing, and obtaining approvals. Contract disputes occur due to ambiguity and errors in order execution and fulfillment. However, blockchain can enhance efficiency and reduce costs for pharmaceutical companies in several key ways. It allows automating processes for order placement, execution, shipment, verification, invoicing, and payment through smart contracts, reducing overhead and eliminating delays. Real-time inventory tracking enabled by blockchain prevents stockouts or losses and improves planning and logistics for all stakeholders.\(^7\) Timestamped paperwork and digital signatures on the blockchain eliminate reconciliation efforts and disputes. Payments get processed faster through cryptocurrencies or digital tokens, leading to improved cash flows. Regulatory reporting and audits are simplified due to the easily accessible and tamper-proof records. Lower risks of counterfeits, diversions, and defects reaching customers reduce potential costs associated with recalls and settlements. According to estimates, global adoption of blockchain in pharmaceutical supply chains could yield cost savings of $100 billion to $150 billion on an annual basis by 2025.\(^8\)

**Enhanced security and prevention of counterfeiting**

Pharmaceutical supply chains face major threats from counterfeiting and the introduction of fake or substandard drugs that put patient health at risk. Blockchain significantly enhances security in pharmaceutical supply chains in several key ways:

- The cryptographic hashes unique to each drug packet make tampering almost impossible without detection, preventing alteration of expiration dates or replacement with counterfeits. The complete provenance trail enabled by blockchain makes the infiltration of fake products difficult since new actors cannot join the ecosystem without permission. Any party attempting to alter the drug or introduce fakes would need consensus from the entire peer network, which is virtually unattainable.\(^9\)
- Attempts to divert drugs into unintended markets get instantly flagged through the transparency of all custody transfers and parties involved on the blockchain. Patients can also independently verify drug authenticity through mobile apps by scanning unique identifiers on the packaging, closing the loop by enabling end-customer verification. Additionally, machine learning algorithms applied to the blockchain data can identify patterns, anomalies, and high-risk transactions indicative of potential fraud and proactively flag them for intervention.\(^10\)
- Taken together, these capabilities make blockchain a robust solution to prevent leakage of substandard, expired, or fake drugs into pharmaceutical supply networks, thereby enhancing patient safety.

**Better integrity and trust in data**

Pharmaceutical operations generate massive amounts of sensitive data related to proprietary formulas, clinical trials, adverse events, supplier audits, contracts, forecasts, inventory, delivery records, etc. However, current systems for data management are fragmented, opaque, and prone to errors or falsification.\(^11\) Blockchain establishes common facts, transparency, and trust in data sharing across entities in the pharmaceutical supply chain. Distributed ledgers eliminate single points of failure by providing redundancy and making data tampering infeasible. Another key capability is that blockchain data is append-only, which provides an immutable audit trail and longitudinal data integrity. All transactions are cryptographically signed and timestamped.
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Table 1: Benefits, use cases and challenges of blockchain in pharmaceutical supply chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Use cases</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced traceability and drug provenance</td>
<td>- Drug traceability systems</td>
<td>- Legacy systems integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved transparency and visibility</td>
<td>- Counterfeit prevention</td>
<td>- Lack of standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased efficiency and cost reduction</td>
<td>- Clinical trials data integrity</td>
<td>- Scalability limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced security and counterfeiting prevention</td>
<td>- Drug authenticity and smart packaging</td>
<td>- Data privacy concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better data integrity and trust</td>
<td>- Payments and contract management</td>
<td>- Regulatory uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Inventory management and logistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on the blockchain, providing non-repudiation. Consensus mechanisms additionally ensure any modifications are cross-validated before being added, enabling trust. Smart contracts automate data exchange only between permissioned parties, reducing the potential for leaks. An important aspect is that data visibility in blockchain is granular with different access policies enabling confidentiality alongside transparency. Taken together, these blockchain capabilities enable multiple parties to share data seamlessly with an unprecedented degree of accuracy, security, privacy and accountability. The benefits of blockchain in pharmaceutical supply chains are summarized in Table 1.

Current Applications of Blockchain in Pharmaceutical Supply Chains
Blockchain technology is rapidly moving from proof-of-concept studies to pilot deployments and production systems in the pharmaceutical industry. Various stakeholders across the pharmaceutical value chain are exploring blockchain to improve drug traceability, prevent counterfeiting, and ensure data integrity.

Drug traceability systems
Several companies are piloting blockchain-based solutions to track drugs across multiple legs of the supply chain to improve provenance, prevent diversion, and enable recalls.

For example, The MediLedger Project, launched in 2017, involves a consortium of over two dozen pharma companies focused on implementing a decentralized network based on chronicled’s ethereum blockchain. It assigns unique identities to saleable units, which are then tracked as ownership changes hands among verified participants across manufacturing, warehousing, and distribution channels down to the dispensary. This gives end-to-end visibility in near real-time to improve authentication and prevent counterfeiting. Sanofi partnered with SAP in 2018 to build a proof of concept for a blockchain-based serialization system. It focuses on serialization data sharing, authentication, and automatic booking of sales orders across the supply chain from distributors to pharmacies in real time. This improves compliance, security, and supply chain efficiency. McKesson, the largest North American pharmaceutical distributor, launched its McKesson Distributed ledger technology in 2019 to offer blockchain-enabled solutions for drug traceability from manufacturer to patient. It allows verifying authenticity by sharing product and transaction data across multiple tiers of the supply chain.

Counterfeit prevention
Blockchain’s ability to provide tamper-proof drug provenance is also being leveraged for protecting product authenticity and preventing counterfeiting. FarmaTrust uses artificial intelligence and blockchain to secure pharmaceutical supply chains for clients like Uganda’s National Drug Authority. Each packet has a unique cryptographic hash on the blockchain, which patients can verify via text messages to prevent counterfeit drugs. Pharmeum has built a blockchain ecosystem for registration, cold-chain monitoring, and authentication of pharmaceutical assets. Their crypto-anchors attached to drug packages link the physical product to its supply chain record on the permissioned blockchain network to enable reliable product provenance across multiple entities.

Clinical trials data integrity
Blockchain brings opportunities to improve security, provenance tracking, and integrity management for clinical trial data. IrisGuard uses blockchain to ensure the integrity of clinical trial photography data used for the approval of new ophthalmic drugs. Photographs are uploaded by investigator sites globally and blockchain is leveraged to evidence the exact origin, time, and completeness of the entire data package. ClinTex combines blockchain, machine learning and big data analytics to improve clinical trials supply chain monitoring, gain insights, and streamline operations. This improves compliance, optimizes costs, and provides high-quality data.

Blockpharma, built by Amgen, Pfizer and other pharma firms, uses blockchain and smart contracts to enable secure, near real-time data collection from study sites and sharing with sponsors and regulators. This automates site payments and improves overall efficiency and transparency. Thus, blockchain is already being integrated into live pharmaceutical systems to deliver enhanced security, traceability, integrity, and efficiency across the drug development and market delivery value chain through collaborative ecosystems and innovative use cases.

Drug authenticity and smart packaging
Blockchain technology is being combined with smart packaging solutions and IoT sensors to establish tamper-proof drug authenticity and prevent counterfeiting. The Aitheon platform uses integrated printers to imprint unique QR codes on each drug package, which are linked to the item’s digital identity on their blockchain network. Real-time sensors can monitor location and environmental conditions like temperature and transmit data to the blockchain throughout the
supply chain. This makes counterfeiting virtually impossible as any disruption in the expected conditions gets immediately flagged. Chronicled has developed a solution where a unique cryptographic seal is attached to each drug package at the point of manufacturing and the corresponding digital identity is immutably logged on a blockchain ledger. As the product moves through different locations, the seal gets automatically scanned and verified against the blockchain record, enabling reliable authentication. Any tampering attempts get instantly detected.

PharmaLogika provides smart tags enabled with blockchain-based software to secure packaging and verify authenticity. They have ultra-low power requirements, allowing integration into packaging of any drug type. The tamper evidence capability makes counterfeiting and grey market distribution highly unlikely.

Payments and contract management
The transparency, automation and security capabilities of blockchain platforms are also being leveraged for payments, invoicing and contract management use cases. Modum’s pharma supply chain solution uses blockchain and smart contracts to automatically execute and settle payments between supply chain stakeholders upon delivery and verifying receipt of shipments. This improves cash flows by eliminating delays and errors in invoicing and payment processes. Doc.ai developed the Nebula genomics platform, which enables blockchain-based automated payments to be integrated into smart contracts governing genomic data sharing agreements and transactions. This brings greater accountability and efficiency to such data-sharing networks.

Inventory management and logistics
Blockchain also offers the potential to transform inventory management by enabling real-time visibility and improving expiration management across the ecosystem. Saphala uses blockchain to improve last mile delivery and availability of medicines in remote rural regions in India. Their mobile app seamlessly integrates distributors, field agents, and pharmacies onto a common ledger, providing real-time visibility into stock levels. This has helped optimize inventory and reduce stockouts in remote regions.

McKesson and Chronicled collaborated to explore blockchain’s potential in hospital inventory management, including expiration tracing to avoid losses and improve inventory turns. Chronicled’s system can automate expiration date tracking on medicine packaging via scanning and integrate with blockchain-based inventory systems.

Challenges in the Adoption of Blockchain Technology
While blockchain holds great potential for transforming pharmaceutical supply chains, there are notable challenges to be addressed surrounding integration with legacy systems, lack of standards, scalability, privacy and regulations. A key challenge is developing interoperability between blockchain platforms and the existing legacy systems used by pharmaceutical companies for ERP, inventory management, distribution, claims processing and other functions. Blockchain applications cannot exist in isolation and need seamless integration with ancillary systems used across the healthcare value chain. This requires building standardized interfaces and ensuring data synchronization across disparate systems. The transition also needs to minimize disruption to existing processes and workflows.

The absence of common standards is another hurdle, as multiple blockchain platforms and protocols promoted by technology vendors have fragmented the marketplace. For example, solutions may be built on public blockchains like Ethereum or private blockchains from IBM, SAP, Microsoft and others. Managing interoperability across diverse technology stacks with varying cryptographic algorithms, consensus rules, programming languages, etc., is challenging. A shared framework and common standards for permissions, identities, data formats, and APIs are essential to avoid siloed platforms. Scalability is another concern, given the massive transaction volumes and data assets involved in pharmaceutical operations. Public blockchains may present bottlenecks at scale and private blockchains also have limitations in the number of nodes supported. Current infrastructure may require significant upgrades to match the performance demands and achieve quick transaction finality. Solutions exploring alternative consensus models, sharding, sidechains, state channels and other innovations are needed. Privacy and security considerations arise due to blockchain’s transparent ledger, where critical IP, customer data and sensitive transactions are visible to multiple entities. Private data may need to be stored off-chain or emerging encryption techniques leveraged to ensure confidentiality. Stringent access policies are required to prevent unauthorized use of data. Patient groups also have concerns regarding the storage of personal medical data on blockchains.

Regulatory uncertainty poses another barrier as current legislative and compliance frameworks have not kept pace. The legal status and norms around cryptographic proof, smart contracts, tokenized incentives, data sharing, and blockchain-generated digital evidence are still evolving. Policy guidance for blockchain-based identity, insurance claims, medical records, e-clinical data, and pharmacovigilance systems needs development. Close collaboration between regulators, industry groups and technology firms is critical to shape the right governance frameworks and ease of adoption.

While blockchain pilots show promise, these technology, security, privacy, regulatory and governance-related challenges must be addressed through collective action by regulators, technology vendors, healthcare providers and pharmaceutical companies to fully harness blockchain’s advantages at an industry-wide level. Continued technology innovation and appropriate legislative changes are integral to accelerate
maturity and encourage adoption. But the prospects remain highly compelling given the huge potential benefits for patients, manufacturers, distributors, insurers, and healthcare systems. Blockchain can profoundly re-engineer pharma supply chains to be more transparent, resilient, agile and efficient.

Recent Advances and Developments for Widespread Adoption

In response to the challenges surrounding blockchain adoption, significant progress has been made recently across areas like standards development, IoT integration, new architectures, privacy techniques and regulatory guidance. The evolution of blockchain technology and its key aspects in every stage are discussed in Figure 2.

Consortia have emerged to promote common standards and interoperability. The MediLedger consortium with over two dozen Biopharma companies, published guidelines for the implementation of blockchain networks based on principles like openness, global applicability, flexibility, scalability and validation. The Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Consortium, including major firms like Pfizer, McKesson and Walmart, is defining frameworks for serialization, traceability and blockchain adoption across the industry. Such collaborative initiatives are laying the groundwork for standardization. Integration with IoT sensors and infrastructure is also accelerating. Chronicled’s MediLedger network combines EPCIS and IoT telemetry data from packages with blockchain to establish a verifiable chain of custody audit trail. Software AG’s Pharma Supply Track taps near real-time data from IoT devices monitoring location and condition to provide end-to-end supply chain visibility. IoT integration unlocks new use cases around smart warehousing, delivery, and tracking.

Hybrid blockchain architectures are emerging that leverage both permissionless and permissioned blockchain properties. For instance, Factom’s approach uses a permissioned network for pharma enterprises to manage access and conduct transactions while simultaneously anchoring encrypted data summaries onto the Bitcoin blockchain for immutable record-keeping. Hybrid models balance access control with openness.

Consortium blockchains like MediLedger allow only certified participants to join the peer network, overcoming some scalability and privacy aspects of public blockchains. Galileo’s NetsTok permissioned network uses Hyperledger to provide a secure and compliant blockchain platform for transparent biopharma supply chain flows. Permissioned blockchains promote scalability. Different consortiums and their role are listed in Table 2.

Advances in consensus protocols like Tendermint, Hashgraph and Corda enable high throughput processing while maintaining distributed trust. PharmaLedger uses Hyperledger with the Raft consensus protocol to achieve performance at scale for tracing pharmaceutical pedigrees. New algorithms overcome previous limits like Blockchain 1.0’s energy intensive proof of work. Emerging zero-knowledge proof and homomorphic encryption techniques enable the analysis of encrypted data without exposing underlying confidential information. Researchers are also exploring secure multi-party computation, ring signatures, zk-SNARKs and other methods to reconcile transparency with privacy. Such advances will be integral for compliance in the pharma domain.

Regulatory guidance is gradually developing around blockchain adoption and use cases. The FDA has released guidelines for blockchain-enabled medical product traceability, highlighting the potential benefits and suggesting voluntary pilot projects for the industry to pursue. The EU and China have also published recommendations regarding blockchain integration in clinical trial data management to improve integrity while ensuring compliance with data privacy regulations. Increased policy clarity and direction will only further spur adoption.

These advances indicate the maturing ecosystem, the growing sophistication of technology capabilities, collaborative alignment across players, and increasing regulatory receptivity for blockchain in pharma. Widespread

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consortium</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MediLedger</td>
<td>Pfizer, McKesson, AmerisourceBergen, Merck, Genentech, Walmart, Walgreens</td>
<td>Standards for pharma supply chain blockchain implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Consortium</td>
<td>Merck, Pfizer, McKesson, Walmart, Amerisource Bergen</td>
<td>Framework for serialization, traceability, blockchain adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlockRx Consortium</td>
<td>SAP, Pharmaceutical industry leaders</td>
<td>Standards for security, supply chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)</td>
<td>Academic, industry and tech experts</td>
<td>Blockchain healthcare standards development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIN (German Institute for Standardization)</td>
<td>Industry associations, companies, regulators</td>
<td>Blockchain standardization including ISO focus group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Evolution of blockchain technology
adoption is on the horizon as foundations strengthen around standards, scalability, interoperability, data security, and governance for next-generation pharmaceutical supply networks powered by blockchain.

**CONCLUSION**

Blockchain technology holds tremendous potential to transform pharmaceutical supply chains by enhancing transparency, security, efficiency, and collaboration across the healthcare ecosystem. However, there are still notable challenges surrounding integration, interoperability, scalability, privacy, regulations, and standardization that need concerted efforts to address. However, recent advances in consortium building, IoT integrations, new architectures, and regulatory guidance indicate the technology is maturing rapidly to meet the industry’s complex needs. With sustained collaboration, skills development, innovation, and supportive policies, blockchain is poised to move beyond pilots into widespread production systems. This could profoundly improve patient outcomes, safety, trust, and access across pharmaceutical value chains. The possibilities are exciting as long as stakeholders collectively shape pragmatic adoption pathways.
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